
 

 

 

 

KERALA CRICKET ASSOCIATION 

 

 

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST 

 

 

KCA invites Expression of Interest (EoI) and rates from experienced, professional, reputed, 

and licensed Fleet Operators who owns all type of vehicles for renting out to Kerala Cricket 

Association in connection with the upcoming Women’s International cricket matches proposed 

to be held at Thiruvananthapuram from 20.02.2021 to 30.3.2021 

Terms and conditions: 

1. The rates should be inclusive of fuel charges and expenses for driver and assistants. 

2. All Volvo multi axle buses supplied to KCA shall be of the same make having same 

features and facilities. 

3. GST to be shown extra. 

4. The vehicle name, vehicle number, name and contact numbers of the drivers & 

helpers of all vehicles should be submitted to KCA on or before 1st March 2021. 

5. Copies of photo ID proof of all drivers & helpers allotted to players buses, luggage 

vans, match officials vehicles have to be submitted to KCA three days prior to the 

arrival of the Team & match officials. 

6. Drivers & helpers once allotted to players buses, luggage vans, match officials 

vehicles Cannot be changed without informing KCA & police authorities. 

7. The players buses, luggage vans, match officials vehicles should be surrendered to 

police the day before the arrival of the team & match officials for anti-sabotage 

checking and the vehicles has to be in the custody of the Police. 

8. The player’s buses, luggage vans, match official’s vehicles once it is sanitized will 

be under police cover and no unauthorized persons should be allowed to enter it. The 

vehicle should be sanitised and fumigated after each use. 

9. The team members, security officer, KCA liaison officer are only permitted to travel 

in the team bus. Prior permission has to be obtained from the team Manager & PSO 

for permitting others to travel in team bus. 



10. The player’s buses, luggage vans, match official’s vehicles should be kept spec & 

clean throughout. 

11. The player’s buses, luggage vans, match official’s vehicles should be new and 

without any mechanical or electrical trouble. Fleet operator has to ensure that back 

up vehicles are kept as stand bye. 

12. The fuel tank shall be filled in full and the driver and staff should be dressed properly. 

13. All precaution to be taken for emergency situation in the vehicles including fire. First 

aid kit should be provided and has to ensure that all emergency exits are working. 

14. An official shall be entrusted with the work of coordinating the vehicle allotment and 

movement (other than players & match officials vehicles) Operators has to adhere to 

his instruction only. 

15. All bills and vouchers have to be recommended & signed by this official for advance 

& final payment. 

16. The EoI and rates shall be submitted to the Secretary, Kerala Cricket Association, 

KCA Head Quarters, Sasthamkovil Road, Thiruvananthapuram.in a cover super 

scribed “Transportation Services” 

17. Secretary, KCA reserves the right to accept/reject any or all quotes and also cancel 

the quotation notice and call for re-quote without assigning any reason thereof. 

Last date for submitting the EoI & tender: 3 Pm on 16.02.2021 

Date of opening the EoI/tender: 4 Pm on 16.02.2021 

DETAILED REQUIREMENTS 

Item        Rate  

1. Volvo Single Axle 41-seater A/C 

2. Volvo Multi Axle 41-seater A/C 

3. Luxury Bus   A/C  

4. Tempo traveller A/C 

5. Innova A/C  

6. Sedan Cars A/C    

 

        Adv. Sreejith V. Nair 

        Secretary 

Thiruvananthapuram 

11-02-2021 
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